Patterning Sequence! Learning visual discrimination and logic with manipulatives. 105 foam manipulative shape pieces utilized by the child to match and complete the sequence on the 10 two sided learning mats. Two different challenges placed on each side of every matt. Teaching guide with extension activities included. Helps promote these important developmental skills: * recognizing simple patterns* describing, extending, and explaining the next element in a simple, repeating pattern (problem solving and prediction)* sort and organize shapes* identifying and describing 5 geometric shapes (square, circle, star, triangle and rectangle) For use with Grades PreK-1.

- Patterson - 18 Copy Mixed Floor Display
- Peachtree: The Road That Shaped Atlanta
- Peanuts It’ the Great Pumpkin Small Recycled Shopper Tote
- Pavement Evaluation and Rehabilitation
- Pb Fourways Farm (10 Books) Pack 1
- Paul Frank 18 Oz. Acrylic Travel Cup